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***

First published more than six months ago on October 17, 2023 at the outset of Israel’s act of
genocide against Palestine

Introductory Note. Was it a False Flag? 

Military operations are invariably planned well in advance. Was “Operation Al-Aqsa Storm” a
“surprise attack” ? Or Was it “A False Flag”.

In the words of Philip Giraldi: 

“As a former intelligence officer, I  find it impossible to believe that Israel did not have
multiple informants inside Gaza as well as electronic listening devices all along the
border wall which would have picked up movements of groups and vehicles.

In other words, the whole thing might be a tissue of lies as is often the case.” 

A Tissue of Lies 

“A Tissue of Lies” has served to justify the killing in the Gaza Strip of more than 34,000
civilians,  of  which 70% are women and children coupled with total  destruction and an
endless  string of atrocities. 

The Cat is out of the bag. Netanyahu has tacitly acknowledged that it was “A False Flag”
which was intent upon justifying a carefully planned genocidal attack against Palestine: 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/philip-giraldi
https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/michel-chossudovsky
https://www.globalresearch.ca/region/middle-east
https://www.globalresearch.ca/theme/crimes-against-humanity
https://www.globalresearch.ca/theme/intelligence
https://www.globalresearch.ca/indepthreport/palestine
https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/su/IJiNQuW?EMAIL=&go.x=0&go.y=0&go=GO
https://www.instagram.com/globalresearch_crg/
https://twitter.com/CrGlobalization
https://t.me/gr_crg
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“Anyone who wants to thwart the establishment of a Palestinian state has to support
bolstering Hamas and transferring money to Hamas,” he [Netanyahu] told a meeting of
his Likud party’s Knesset members in March 2019. “This is part of our strategy – to
isolate the Palestinians in Gaza from the Palestinians in the West Bank.” (Haaretz,
October 9, 2023, emphasis added)

Does  this  candid  statement  not  suggest  that  Netanyahu  and  his  military-intelligence
apparatus are responsible for the killings of innocent Israeli civilians? 

On  that  same  day  of  October  7,  2023  Netanyahu  launched  a  carefully  planned
military operation against the Gaza Strip entitled “State of Readiness For War”.  

Military operations are invariably planned well in advance.

Had   “Operation  Al-Aqsa  Storm”  been  a  “surprise  attack”  as  parroted  by  the  media,
Netanyahu’s “State of Readiness For War” could not have been carried out (at short notice)
on that same day, namely October 7, 2023. 

South Africa’s  Legal Procedure against The State of Israel 

On January 11, 2024, The Republic of South Africa  presented to The Hague World Court, a
carefully formulated Legal Procedure against the State of Israel predicated on  The Genocide
Convention.

This legal procedure, however, has not contributed to repealing the ongoing genocide and
saving the lives of tens of thousands of civilians.

I should mention that the False Flag issue –which constitutes a crime against humanity– was
casually ignored by the ICJ.

Our suggestion is that  an investigation followed by a legal procedure pertaining to the
“False Flag” should be undertaken.

The heads of State and heads of government who have endorsed Israel’s Genocidal Acts are
from a legal standpoint complicit. 

The ICJ Judgement was contradictory. The Presiding Judge (former legal advisor to Hillary
Clinton) was in conflict of interest: 

The ICJ Judgment of January 26, 2024 assigns the Netanyahu government representing
the State of Israel –accused by the Republic of South Africa of genocide against the
People of Palestine– with a mandate to “take all measures within its power” to “prevent
and punish” those responsible for having committed “Genocidal Acts”. (under Article IV
of the Genocide Convention)

Sounds  contradictory?  What  the  ICJ  judgment  intimates  –from  a  twisted  legal
standpoint– is  that Netanyahu’s Cabinet which was “appointed” to implement  the
“prevent and punish” mandate cannot be accused of having committed “Genocidal
Acts”.

See

https://archive.md/2023.10.10-030658/https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/2023-10-09/ty-article/.premium/another-concept-implodes-israel-cant-be-managed-by-a-criminal-defendant/0000018b-1382-d2fc-a59f-d39b5dbf0000#selection-453.0-453.73
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“Fake Justice” at The Hague: The ICJ “Appoints” Netanyahu to “Prevent” and “Punish” Those
Responsible for “Genocidal Acts”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 24, 2024

 

Our intent is to provide a broad and detailed understanding of the false flag issue: 

The titles of the videos, articles and texts presented below:  

Is the Gaza-Israel Fighting “A False Flag”? They Let it Happen? Their Objective IsI.
“to Wipe Gaza Off the Map”?, by Dr. Philip Giraldi. 
Video: ICJ Hearings in The Hague, II.
Text of Israel’s Secret Intelligence Memorandum. Planning the Forcible ExclusionIII.
of Palestinians from Their Homeland
Video: “False Flag. Wiping Gaza Off the Map”, Interview. Michel ChossudovskyIV.
with Caroline Mailloux
“False Flag. Wiping Gaza Off the Map”, by Michel ChossudovskyV.
Gaza Strikes Back. It’s Another 9/11 or Pearl Harbor? But Who Actually Did WhatVI.
to Whom? “This Was More Likely a False Flag Operation”, by Philip Giraldi 

 

In solidarity with the People of Palestine.

Michel Chossudovsky, Global Research, January 11, 2024, April 25, 2024 

 

Part I

Is the Gaza-Israel Fighting “A False Flag”?

They Let it Happen?

Their Objective Is “to Wipe Gaza Off the Map”?

by Dr. Philip Giraldi 

October 8, 2023

Am I the only one who read about a speech given by Netanyahu or someone in his cabinet
about a week ago in which he/they in passing referred to a “developing security situation”
which rather suggests (to me) that they might have known about developments in Gaza and
chose to let it happen so they can wipe Gaza off the map in retaliation and, possibly relying
on the US pledge to have Israel’s “back,” then implicating Iran and attacking that country.

I cannot find a link to it, but have a fairly strong recollection of what I read as I thought at

https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-icj-requires-netanyahu-to-prevent-and-punish-those-responsible-for-the-genocide/5847666
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-icj-requires-netanyahu-to-prevent-and-punish-those-responsible-for-the-genocide/5847666
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-icj-requires-netanyahu-to-prevent-and-punish-those-responsible-for-the-genocide/5847666
https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/michel-chossudovsky
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the time it would serve as a pretext for another massacre of Palestinians.

As a former intelligence officer, I find it impossible to believe that Israel did not have
multiple informants inside Gaza as well as electronic listening devices all along the border
wall which would have picked up movements of groups and vehicles.

In other words, the whole thing might be a tissue of lies as is often the case.

And as is also ALWAYS the case Joe Biden is preparing to send some billions of dollars to
poor little Israel to pay for “defending” itself.

 

 Part II

VIDEO. ICJ Hearings in The Hague

ICJ Hearings 

1. January 11, 2024. Click Here to View the ICJ Hearings,

2. January 12, 2024. Israel’s Legal Team’s response to South Africa, ICJ The Hague at
10 am. Video in Real Time 

3. Video: South Africa’s Closing Argument against Israel for Genocide. January 11
Hearing at the World Court

 

Part III

https://webtv.un.org/en/asset/k11/k11gf661b3?utm_medium=email&utm_source=Ryan%20Grim%20Newsletter
https://webtv.un.org/en/asset/k11/k11gf661b3?utm_medium=email&utm_source=Ryan%20Grim%20Newsletter
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Israel’s Secret Intelligence Memorandum

Planning the Forcible Exclusion of Palestinians from Their Homeland

 

An  official  “secret”  memorandum  authored  by  Israel’s   Ministry  of  Intelligence  “is
recommending  the  forcible  and  permanent  transfer  of  the  Gaza  Strip’s  2.2  million
Palestinian residents to Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula”, namely to a refugee camp in Egyptian
territory. There are indications of Israel-Egypt negotiations  as well as consultations with the
U.S. 

The  10-page  document,  dated  Oct.  13,  2023,  bears  the  logo  of  the  Intelligence
Ministry … assesses three options regarding the future of the Palestinians in the Gaza
Strip … It recommends a full population transfer as its preferred course of action. … The
document, the authenticity of which was confirmed by the ministry, has been translated
into English in full here on +972.

See below, click here or below to access complete document (10 pages)

https://www.globalresearch.ca/expel-all-palestinians-gaza-recommends-israeli-govt-ministry/5838581
https://www.scribd.com/document/681086738/Israeli-Intelligence-Ministry-Policy-Paper-on-Gaza-s-Civilian-Population-October-2023
https://www.scribd.com/document/681086738/Israeli-Intelligence-Ministry-Policy-Paper-on-Gaza-s-Civilian-Population-October-2023
https://www.scribd.com/document/681086738/Israeli-Intelligence-Ministry-Policy-Paper-on-Gaza-s-Civilian-Population-October-2023
https://www.scribd.com/document/681086738/Israeli-Intelligence-Ministry-Policy-Paper-on-Gaza-s-Civilian-Population-October-2023
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For further details and analysis see:

“Wiping Gaza Off the Map”: Israel’s “Secret” Intelligence Memorandum “Option C” by Michel
Chossudovsky

 

Part IV 

Video: “False Flag. Wiping Gaza Off the Map”

Interview: Michel Chossudovsky and Caroline Mailloux 

October 17, 2023

 

 

To comment or access Rumble 

 

 

 

 

Part V 

“False Flag”. Wiping Gaza Off the Map

by

Prof. Michel Chossudovsky

October 12, 2023

 .

Introduction

.

Early Saturday October 7, 2023, Hamas launched “Operation Al-Aqsa Storm” led by
Hamas’ Military Chief Mohammed Deif. On that same day, Netanyahu confirmed a so-called
“State of Readiness For War”.  

Military operations are invariably planned well in advance (See Netanyahu’s January 2023
statement below). Was “Operation Al-Aqsa Storm” a “surprise attack” ?

https://www.globalresearch.ca/gaza-update/5841438
https://www.globalresearch.ca/gaza-update/5841438
https://rumble.com/v3prb44-michel-chossudovsky-false-flag-eradicating-gaza-from-the-map.html
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U.S. intelligence say they weren’t aware of an impending Hamas attack. 

“One would have to be almost hopelessly naïve to buy the corporate state media line
that the Hamas invasion  was an Israeli “intelligence failure”. Mossad is one of, if not
the, most powerful intelligence agencies on the planet.”

Did  Netanyahu  and  his  vast  military  and  intelligence  apparatus  (Mossad  et  al)  have
foreknowledge of the Hamas attack which has resulted in countless deaths of Israelis and
Palestinians.

Was a carefully formulated Israeli plan to wage an all out war against Palestinians envisaged
prior to the launching by Hamas of  “Operation Al-Aqsa Storm”? This was not a failure of
Israeli Intelligence, as conveyed by the media. Quite the opposite. 

Evidence and testimonies suggest that the Netanyahu government had foreknowledge of
the actions of Hamas which have resulted in hundreds of Israeli and Palestinian deaths. And
“They Let it Happen”:

“Hamas fired between 2-5 thousand rockets at Israel and hundreds of Israeli are dead,
while dozens of Israelis were captured as prisoners of war. In the ensuing air response
by Israel, hundreds of Palestinians were killed in Gaza.” (Stephen Sahiounie)  

Following the Al Aqsa Storm Operation on October 7, Israel‘s defence minister described
Palestinians as “human animals” and vowed to “act accordingly,” as fighter jets unleashed a
massive bombing of the Gaza Strip home of 2.3 million Palestinians…” (Middle East Eye).
A complete blockade on the Gaza Strip was initiated on October 9, 2023 consisting in  
blocking and obstructing the importation of food, water, fuel, and essential commodities to
2.3 Million Palestinians. It’s an outright crime against humanity. It’s genocide. 

It is worth noting, that Netanyahu’s military actions are not targeting HAMAS, quite the
opposite: he is targeting 2.3 million innocent Palestinian civilians, in blatant violation of the
Four Basic Principles of  The Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC): 

“….respect for and protection of the civilian population and civilian objects [schools,
hospitals and residential areas], the Parties to the conflict shall at all times distinguish
between the  civilian  population  and  combatants  and  between civilian  objects  and
military objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military
objectives.” [Additional Protocol 1, Article 48]

Ironically, according to Scott Ritter, Hamas’ has acquired U.S. weapons in Ukraine. 

.

This was Not a “Surprise Attack”

Was the Hamas Attack a “False Flag”? 

“I served in the IDF 25 years ago, in the intelligence forces. There’s no way Israel did
not know of what’s coming.

A cat moving alongside the fence is triggering all forces. So this??

https://www.globalresearch.ca/no-hamas-invasion-not-israeli-intelligence-failure/5835433
https://www.mideastdiscourse.com/2023/10/09/palestinians-demand-an-end-to-occupation-in-a-massive-attack-on-israel/
https://loacblog.com/loac-basics/4-basic-principles/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/hamas-fighters-using-american-weapons-meant-ukraine-scott-ritter/5835608
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What happened to the “strongest army in the world”?

How come border  crossings  were  wide  open??  Something  is  VERY WRONG HERE,
something is very strange, this chain of events is very unusual and not typical for the
Israeli defense system.

To me this suprise attack seems like a planned operation. On all fronts. 

If I was a conspiracy theorist I would say that this feels like the work of the Deep State.  

It feels like the people of Israel and the people of Palestine have been sold, once again,
to the higher powers that be. 

(Statement by Efrat Fenigson, former IDF intelligence,  October 7, 2023, emphasis added)

Ironically, the media (NBC) is now contending that the “Hamas attack bears hallmarks of
Iranian involvement”

History: The Relationship between Mossad and Hamas

What  is  the  relationship  between  Mossad  and  Hamas?  Is  Hamas  an  “intelligence
asset”? There is a long history. 

Hamas (Harakat al-Muqawama al-Islamiyya) (Islamic Resistance Movement), was founded in
1987 by Sheik Ahmed Yassin. It was supported at the outset by Israeli intelligence as a
means to weaken the Palestinian Authority:

“Thanks to Mossad, (Israel’s “Institute for Intelligence and Special Tasks”), Hamas was
allowed to reinforce its presence in the occupied territories. Meanwhile, Arafat’s Fatah
Movement for National Liberation as well as the Palestinian Left were subjected to the
most brutal form of repression and intimidation.

Let us not forget that it was Israel, which in fact created Hamas. According to Zeev
Sternell, historian at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, “Israel thought that it was a
smart ploy to push the Islamists against the Palestinian Liberation Organisation (PLO)”.
(L’Humanité, translated from French)

The links of Hamas to Mossad and US intelligence have been acknowledged by Rep. Ron
Paul in a statement to the U.S Congress: “Hamas Was Started by Israel”?

“You know Hamas, if you look at the history, you’ll find out that Hamas was encouraged
and really started by Israel because they wanted Hamas to counteract Yasser Arafat…
(Rep. Ron Paul, 2011)

What this statement entails is that Hamas is and remains “an intelligence asset”, namely
“an “asset” to intelligence agencies”

See also the WSJ (January 24, 2009) “How Israel helped to Spawn Hamas”. 

Instead of trying to curb Gaza’s Islamists from the outset, says Mr. Cohen, Israel for
years tolerated and, in some cases, encouraged them as a counterweight to the secular
nationalists of the Palestine Liberation Organization and its dominant faction, Yasser

https://efrat.substack.com/p/israel-hamas-war-an-update
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/hamas-attack-bears-hallmarks-iranian-involvement-former-us-officials-s-rcna119400
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/hamas-attack-bears-hallmarks-iranian-involvement-former-us-officials-s-rcna119400
https://www.globalresearch.ca/hamas-is-a-creation-of-mossad/1818
https://www.globalresearch.ca/flashback-ron-paul-hamas-started-israel/5835470
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB123275572295011847.html
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Arafat’s Fatah. (WSJ, emphasis added)

 

“The Hamas Partnership” is confirmed by Netanyahu

 

“The Cat is Out of the Bag”

“Anyone who wants to thwart the establishment of a Palestinian state has to support
bolstering Hamas and transferring money to Hamas,” he [Netanyahu] told a meeting of
his Likud party’s Knesset members in March 2019. “This is part of our strategy – to
isolate the Palestinians in Gaza from the Palestinians in the West Bank.” (Haaretz,
October 9, 2023, emphasis added)

Does this statement not suggest that Netanyahu and his military-intelligence apparatus are
responsible for the killings of innocent Israeli civilians? 

“Support” and “Money” for Hamas. 

“Transferring  Money  to  Hamas”  on  behalf  of  Netanyahu  is  confirmed  by  a  Times  of  Israel
October 8, 2023 Report: 

“Hamas was treated as a partner  to the detriment of  the Palestinian Authority  to
prevent Abbas from moving towards creating a Palestinian State. Hamas was promoted
from a terrorist  group to an organization with which Israel  conducted negotiations
through Egypt, and which was allowed to receive suitcases containing millions of dollars
from Qatar through the Gaza crossings.” (emphasis added)

.

The Dangers of Military Escalation?

 

Let  us  be  under  no  illusions,  this  “false  flag”  operation  is  a  complex  military-intelligence
undertaking, carefully planned over several  years,  in liaison and  coordination with US
intelligence, the Pentagon and NATO. 

In turn, this action against Palestine is already conducive to a process of military escalation
which potentially could engulf a large part of Middle East.

Israel is a de facto member NATO (with a special status) since 2004, involving active military
and intelligence coordination as well as consultations pertaining to the occupied territories.

Military cooperation with both the Pentagon and NATO is viewed by Israel’s Defence Force
(IDF) as a means to “enhance Israel’s deterrence capability regarding potential enemies

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB123275572295011847.html
https://archive.md/2023.10.10-030658/https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/2023-10-09/ty-article/.premium/another-concept-implodes-israel-cant-be-managed-by-a-criminal-defendant/0000018b-1382-d2fc-a59f-d39b5dbf0000#selection-453.0-453.73
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threatening it, mainly Iran and Syria.”

The premise of NATO-Israel military cooperation is that “Israel is under attack”. Does Israel’s
agreement with the Atlantic Alliance “obligate” NATO “to come to the rescue of Israel”
under the doctrine of “collective security” (Article 5 of the Washington treaty)?

In recent developments, U.S. military deployments in the Middle East are ongoing allegedly
to avoid escalation.

According to NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg:

There is always the risk that nations and/or organisations hostile to Israel will take try to
take advantage.  And that  includes,  for  instance,  organisations  like  Hezbollah  or  a
country like Iran. So this is a message to countries and organisations hostile to Israel
that they should not try to utilise the situation. And the United States have deployed, or
has deployed more military forces in the region, not least to deter any escalation or
prevent any escalation of the situation. (NATO Press Conference, Brussels, October 12,
2023, emphasis added) 

Netanyahu’s “New Stage”

“The Long War” against Palestine

 

Netanyahu’s stated objective, which constitutes a new stage in the 75 year old war (since
Nakba, 1948) against the people of Palestine is no longer predicated on “Apartheid” or
“Separation”. This new stage –which is also directed against Israelis who want peace—
consists in “total appropriation” as well as the outright exclusion of the Palestinian people
from their homeland:

“These are the basic lines of the national government headed by me [Netanyahu]: The
Jewish people have an exclusive and unquestionable right to all areas of the Land of
Israel. The government will promote and develop settlement in all parts of the Land of
Israel — in the Galilee, the Negev, the Golan, Judea and Samaria.” (Netanyahu January
2023. emphasis added)

We bring to the attention of our readers the incisive analysis of  Dr. Philip Giraldi pointing to
the likelihood of a “False Flag’”. 

Michel Chossudovsky, Global Research, October 8, 2023, Above text updated on October 12,
2023

.

https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_219139.htm
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20230103-jewish-supremacy-is-state-policy-says-netanyahu/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20230103-jewish-supremacy-is-state-policy-says-netanyahu/
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Part VI

Gaza Strikes Back. It’s Another 9/11 or Pearl Harbor?

But Who Actually Did What to Whom?

“This Was More Likely a False Flag Operation”

by

Dr Philip Giraldi

October 16, 2023

.

“As  a  former  on-the-ground  intelligence  officer,  I  am  somewhat  convinced  that  this  was
likely more like a false flag operation rather than a case of institutional failure on the part of
the Israelis.”

It’s amazing how America’s thought-controlled media is able to come up with a suitable
narrative almost immediately whenever there is an international incident that might be
subject to multiple interpretations.

***
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Since 1948 Israel has expelled hundreds of thousands of Palestinians from their homes,

has occupied nearly all of the historic Palestine, has empowered its army to kill thousands of
local people, and

has more recently established an apartheid regime that even denies that Palestinian Arabs
are human in the same sense that Jews are.

Netanyahu-allied government minister Ayelet Shaked memorably has called for Israel not
only to exterminate all Palestinian children, whom she has described as “little snakes,” but
also to kill their mothers who gave birth to them.

But when the Arabs strike back against the hatred that confronts them with their limited
resources  it  is  Israel  that  is  described  as  the  victimand  the  Palestinians  who  are
dehumanized and portrayed as the “terrorists.”

Media  in  the  US  and  Europe  were  quick  to  label  the  Hamas  offensive  breaching  the
formidable Israeli  border defenses as “Israel’s  9/11” or  even “Israel’s  Pearl  Harbor”  to
establish the context that the Israelis have been on the receiving end of an “unprovoked”
attack by a cruel and heartless enemy.

Israel has responded to the attack with a heavy bombardment of Gaza that has destroyed
infrastructure,  including  hospitals  and  schools,  while  also  cutting  off  food  supplies,  water
and electricity.

It has demanded that residents of north Gaza, all 1.1 million of them, evacuate to make way
for a possible ground offensive but there is nowhere to go as all the borders are closed, and
the United Nations is calling it a demand with “devastating humanitarian consequences.”
Journalist Peter Beinart has commented “This is a monstrous crime. It’s happening in plain
view, with US support.”

And  the  United  States  government  is  indeed  typically  on  the  same  page  as  Israel.
President Joe Biden, citing fabricated stories about dead Jewish babies, speaks of how
Israel has a “duty” to defend itself, while the Palestinians somehow have no right to protect
themselves at all, much less to rise up against their persecutors in a struggle for freedom.

And  Washington  has  also  unhesitatingly  chosen  to  directly  involve  itself  in  the  conflict,
completely on the side of the Jewish state, asserting repeatedly that “Israel has a right to
defend itself” and telling the Israelis that “we have your back” while also dispatching two

aircraft carrier groups to the scene of the fighting as well as the 101st Airborne to Jordan and
increasing the readiness of Marines stationed in Kuwait.

The  White  House  could  have  taken  more  aggressive  steps  to  encourage  a  ceasefire  and
talks but has chosen instead to issue essentially toothless calls to let the trapped civilians
escape while also backing a devastating Israeli military response.

https://www.dailysabah.com/world/mid-east/israeli-lawmakers-kill-all-palestinians-remarks-resurface
https://substack.com/redirect/757bf83a-645f-465e-8ce4-3b57b488f013?j=eyJ1IjoicmZiYTQifQ.8Gf2AY3Ev1hNwy9RqqUxsnUAz5NZmKK-Ti_xh3yK_9M
https://news.yahoo.com/jake-sullivan-critical-israel-allow-130814327.html
https://news.yahoo.com/jake-sullivan-critical-israel-allow-130814327.html
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US Secretary of State Antony Blinken meets with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
in Tel Aviv, Oct. 12, 2023. – Secretary Antony Blinken on X

Israel is also hosting the worthless and brain dead Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin
who will be providing advice along the lines of his insightful comment that Hamas is “evil”
and “worse than ISIS.”  Secretary of State Antony Blinken  is  already in  Jerusalem,
announcing that the US is there to support Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s unity
government “as long as America exists” after first saying “I come before you not only as the
United States Secretary of State, but also as a Jew.”

Blinken’s explicit association of his personal religion with his official role as a representative
of the US government makes clear that a key element in why he is there is because he is “a
Jew.” Perhaps he should recuse himself from policy making involving Israel as being “a Jew”
would not appear to be a United States national interest and is likely to produce irrational
responses to developing situations.

If all of this sounds a lot like Ukraine it should, except that in Ukraine the US and NATO are
fighting against Russia, which is being demonized for occupying what is claimed Ukrainian
territory,  whereas  in  Palestine  they  are  supporting  the  occupier  of  actual  Palestinian
territory, Israel.

Funny thing that, and the word “hypocrisy” comes immediately to mind. As it turns out,
however, I am somewhat on the same page as much of the media, agreeing that the Hamas
incursion is  something like  9/11,  though I  am sure that  my take would not  be found
acceptable to the CNN Jake Tappers of this world.

My thinking is that Israel  knew in advance about 9/11 in the United States due to its
extensive spying network and chose not to share the information because it was to their
advantage not to do so.

Indeed, a pleased Netanyahu even stated several years later that “9/11 was a good thing
because it made the United States join us in our fight.”

That the attacks killed 3,000 Americans did not bother the Israeli government as Israel has a

https://www.aol.com/lloyd-austin-says-evil-hamas-130434086.html
https://www.freepressfail.com/2023/10/14/must-see-cnns-jake-tapper-confesses-dems-anti-semitic-connection-unbelievable/
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long history of killing Americans when it can benefit from so doing, starting with the attack
on the USS Liberty in 1967 which killed 34 sailors.

So too in this case in Gaza, Netanyahu may have decided to encourage an unexpected
development, making it like 9/11, that would enable him to escalate and “mow the grass” as
the Israelis put it, in the remainder of Arab Palestine.

And bear  in  mind that  the actual  incident  that  triggered the uprising was a  rampage
involving at least 800 Israeli settlers in and around the al-Aqsa mosque, the third holiest site
in Islam, beating pilgrims and destroying Palestinian shops, all without any interference from
the nearby Israeli security forces. The rioting was clearly allowed and even encouraged by
the government.

Drawing  on  my experience  as  a  former  on-the-ground  intelligence  officer,  I  am somewhat
convinced  that  this  was  likely  more  like  a  false  flag  operation  rather  than  a  case  of
institutional  failure  on  the  part  of  the  Israelis.

Israel had an extensive electronic and physical wall backed by soldiers and weaponry that
completely surrounded Gaza on the landward side, so effective that it was claimed that not
even a mouse could get in.

The Mediterranean side of Gaza was also tightly controlled by the Israeli Navy and boats to
and from Gaza were completely blocked.

Egypt tightly controlled the southern part of Gaza bordering on the Sinai. So Gaza was under
24/7 complete surveillance and control at all times. Israeli military intelligence also certainly
had a network of recruited informants inside Gaza who would report on any training or
movements, easy enough to do when you can approach people who are starving and make
them an offer they cannot refuse just for providing information on what they see and hear.

And then there was a warning from the Egyptian government to Israel ten days before the
Hamas attack,  with  Egypt’s  Intelligence Minister  General  Abbas Kamel  personally
calling Netanyahu and sharing intelligence suggesting that the Gazans were likely to do
“something unusual, a terrible operation.” Other media accounts reveal how Hamas trained
and  practiced  their  maneuvers  publicly.  There  were  also  assessments  made  by  US
intelligence, which were shared with Israel, suggesting that something was afoot. So, given
all of the evidence, there likely was no intelligence failure to anticipate and counter the
Hamas attack but rather a political decision made by the Israeli government that knew what
might be coming and chose to let it proceed to provide a casus belli to destroy Gaza, vowing
that “Every member of Hamas is a dead man,” and then go on from there. And “from there”
might well include Lebanon, Syria and Iran, possibly with the assistance of the United States
to do the heavy lifting. Iran in particular is already being blamed by the usual suspects as a
party involved in the Hamas attack, so far without any evidence whatsoever, which is typical
of how these stories evolve.

Image: Israel’s National Security Minister Itamar Ben Gvir visits Al-Aqsa, 3 January (Social
Media)

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/10/4/israeli-settlers-storm-al-aqsa-mosque-complex-on-fifth-day-of-sukkot
https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2023/10/12/perhaps-my-speculation-was-on-the-mark/
https://news.yahoo.com/hamas-practiced-plain-sight-posting-014551996.html
https://www.aol.com/news/us-intelligence-warned-potential-violence-172520823.html
https://www.aei.org/podcast/wth-arent-we-holding-iran-responsible-for-the-attack-on-israel-with-elliott-abrams/
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And Israel has moved far to the right politically to such an extent that it might appreciate a
little  ethnic  cleansing  to  demonstrate  its  seriousness.  Netanyahu  and  other  senior
government  officials  in  his  cabinet  have  recently  been  making  passing  references  to  a
“developing security situation” in the country to justify the intensifying of the raids by the
army against Palestinian towns and refugee camps. The new government in Israel has also
placed police under the control of ultra-nationalist Jewish Power party head Itamar Ben-Gvir
as National Security Minister. He has been exploiting his position to call in particular for a
war to destroy Hamas in Gaza, which is precisely what is happening. Gaza might be of
particular interest to Ben-Gvir and others as it uniquely shelters an armed and organized
resistance in the form of Hamas, which, oddly, was founded with the support of Israel to split
the Palestinian political resistance with Fatah controlling the West Bank and Hamas in Gaza.

There is another issue relating to the recent fighting that one would like to know the answer
to, namely how did Hamas get its weapons in the first place?

Some were clearly manufactured from parts and scrap but others were sophisticated and, as
Gaza is blockaded on all sides, smuggling them in becomes problematical. One argument is
that they were supplied by Iran and others to be brought in by tunnels, but the tunnels on
two sides would end up in Israel and on the third side in Egypt. The fourth side is the
Mediterranean Sea. So how did they arrive? Is there a possible triple or even quadruple
cross taking place with different parties lying to each other? And should there be concerns
that after the American armada arrives off the coast of Gaza there just might be some kind
of false flag incident engineered by Netanyahu that will  involve Washington directly in the
fighting?

And there is what amounts to a related issue that should be of concern to everyone in the
US and generically speaking the “Western world” where human rights are at least nominally
respected. The message from almost all Western governments is that Israel has a carte
blanche to do whatever it likes even when it involves war crimes to include mass forced
displacement or genocide. In this case, the coordinated government-media response which
is  intended  to  protect  Israel  from any  criticism almost  immediately  began  circulating
fabricated  tales  of  atrocities  while  also  delivering  a  hit  on  freedom  of  speech  and
association. President Biden, who should be trying to defuse the crisis, is instead adding fuel
to  the  flames,  saying  of  Hamas that  “Pure,  unadulterated evil  has  been unleashed on the
earth!”

In Florida the arch Zionist stooge Governor Ron Desantis met with Jewish leaders in a
synagogue to announce draconian measures against Iran to include sanctions on companies
that are in any way linked to that country. One might point out that those businesses have
done nothing wrong and Desantis also called for “eradication of Hamas from the earth.” His
intellectual depth was at the same time revealed when he said the US should not take in

https://www.globalresearch.ca/israel-ben-gvir-storms-al-aqsa-unprecedented-provocation/5803585/itamar-ben-givr-israel
https://mondoweiss.net/2023/10/bidens-rhetoric-is-reigniting-the-question-of-palestine/?ml_recipient=102112478041736226&ml_link=102112434925340399&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=2023-10-15&utm_campaign=Daily+Headlines+-+Oct+15+-+Manual
https://secure.winred.com/desantis/support-israel-cc-cpm?utm_source=hs_cc&utm_medium=em_lr&utm_campaign=2023-10-16_this-is-personal-cc-cpm_ha_aud0407_em0761_lp1450_rds__lr0126&utm_content=recVkhPmhQwnNfGgi&leadcreated=false
https://news.yahoo.com/ron-desantis-says-u-shouldnt-051454136.html
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any Gazan refugees because they are “antisemites.”

And in South Carolina, America’s favorite he/she Senator Lindsey Graham is calling for a US
attack on Iran as well as declaring the war against Hamas to be “a religious war” and urging
the Israeli army to invade Gaza and do “Whatever the hell you have to do to” to “level the
place.”

And the Europeans are equally spineless in their deference to Israel. The Israeli president
declared the that there are no innocent civilians in Gaza,  and not long after  that  top
European Union representatives met with him to offer their unqualified support. Meanwhile
in France, the spineless and feckless government of Emmanuel Macron has sought to outlaw
any gathering that expresses support for Palestinian rights.

And in the UK, the Home Secretary Suella Braverman has proposed criminalizing any protest
against Israeli actions or anything in support of Palestine to include banning any public
display of the Palestinian national flag, which she regards as a “criminal offense toward the
Jewish community in Britain.”

She has also said that “I would encourage police to consider whether chants such as: ‘From
the river to the sea, Palestine will be free’ should be understood as an expression of a
violent desire to see Israel erased from the world, and whether its use in certain contexts
may  amount  to  a  racially  aggravated  section  5  public  order  offence.”  Berlin’s  Public
Prosecutor’s Office has also classified the use of the expression as a “criminal offense.” The
manner  in  which  most  Western  political  elites  are  lining  up  unquestionably  and  even
enthusiastically behind Israel and its craven leaders’ desire for bloody vengeance is truly
shocking but comes as no surprise.

Beyond the issue of Gaza itself, some in Israel are arguing that Netanyahu has personally
benefitted from the unrest through the creation of the national unity government which has
ended for the time being the huge demonstrations protesting his judicial reform proposals. If
all of this comes together politically as it might in the next several weeks, we could be
seeing the initial steps in what will develop into the complete ethnic cleansing of what was
once Palestine, in line with Netanyahu’s assertion that “the Jewish people have an exclusive
and inalienable right to all parts of the Land of Israel. The government will promote and
develop the settlement of all parts of the Land of Israel.” So all of the former Palestine is
now a land to be defined by its Jewishness where Jews are in full control and are free to do
whatever they want without any objection, referred to by the Israeli government as “an
exclusive right to self-determination.” And it has all possibly been brought to fruition by the
enablement provided by the current developments in Gaza.

The original source of Dr. Giraldi’s October 16, 2023 article. 

Gaza Strikes Back. It’s Another 9/11 or Pearl Harbor but Who Actually Did What to Whom?
“This Was More Likely a False Flag Operation”

By Philip Giraldi, October 16, 2023
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/other/lindsey-graham-threatens-iran-with-war-in-ayatollah-s-backyard-over-hamas/ar-AA1hWtws
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https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2023/oct/10/people-supporting-hamas-in-uk-will-be-held-to-account-says-rishi-sunak
https://www.globalresearch.ca/gaza-strikes-back-another-911-pearl-harbor/5836435
https://www.globalresearch.ca/gaza-strikes-back-another-911-pearl-harbor/5836435
https://www.globalresearch.ca/gaza-strikes-back-another-911-pearl-harbor/5836435
https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/philip-giraldi
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